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Letter from the Editor
February 14, 2017
Dear Readers,
What can I say? Life has been getting away from me. Thanks to all the poets in the world
who remind me of who I want to be.
I am always trying to tell a story, but it’s never the story I think it is, so I always have
trouble beginning. Evard Munch said, from my rotting body, flowers shall grow and I am in them,
and that is eternity.
What if flowers are growing from my ribs already? Remember his painted Madonna whose
tears fell to the ground? The sun was her halo. Her upraised arm her horizon. Her arm
lowered, behind her back, her sunset. Her brown hair shined like her brown eyes and her
tears were crystal; she birthed lavender flowers. No? There are ghosts surrounding her, and
beauty and the consolation of flowers.
These poems are ghosts and beauty and consolation. I hope you enjoy them as much as I
have. As always, so much thanks to our wonderful contributors.

Enjoy,
Kara Dorris
Editor-in-Chief
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Follow Me
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M.C. RUSH
The Idyllic
i
Are you now, or have you ever been,
a member of the human species?
We are velocity,
not direction.
True enough to feel love.
Tough enough to survive it.
At a little less than arm's length.

ii
There is nothing immoral about changing your nature.
Nature is based on it.
Your certainty
reveals your fallibility.
The notion of “broken” carries so many assumptions behind it.
How much coercion
to effect the idyllic?
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STEVE COUGHLIN
Endless Night
How we wanted you
to remain at the factory-your late shift never
to end, the building empty
except for you? How could it have been better,
you wandering forever
past the factory's silent machines, the threat
of their metal teeth resting, the stillness
of work gloves on workbenches? And always,
during each endless
minute, the sound of your boot steps
would echo on the concrete floor
sounding so different
from all your sleepless nights walking through our house
heavy with alcohol. You'd have wandered
past rows of safety
goggles hung from hooks, past the break room's
fluorescent light--the janitor never arriving
at five a.m. to empty
the trash, never dumping out the tin ashtrays forever
filled with ash.
Instead of your cold hand shaking me
awake in the blue-black night, the television downstairs
still blaring, your sleeplessness
becoming my sleeplessness, demanding I listen
to complaints about unpaid bills,
your wife--desperate for her own sleep-no longer allowing you into her bed,
how could we not have wanted
your car to remain alone
in the parking lot, the factory's red-brown
brick barely visible in the moonless sky?
Hours later morning would arrive
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for us--not you--and we'd sit at the kitchen table
well rested, my schoolbag on the floor,
never recognizing your empty seat.
It would just be you forever shaking
locked exit doors, wandering past dirty restrooms
and vending machines, past beat-up
lockers filled with sweat stained clothes, wandering
into offices filled with stacks of unsigned papers,
calendars with meetings circled in red,
black telephones without dial tones.
You'd place the mouth piece against your lips.
Your voice would call out your wife's name,
maybe mine. How could I not have wanted this?
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East Montana

Twenty miles outside of town Adam can't hear
the refrigerator's loud rattle, there's no hardware store
to walk the aisles holding a cracked sprinkler head. He drives north
up highway 21, past the cold sadness of failed towns. Adam understands the grey
indifference of factories, the grey-white smoke drifting from smokestacks.
He enters the safety of a cheap motel room--an ashtray on the nightstand,
a rectangle of fluorescent light from the bathroom. How many other anonymous bodies have
slept under these stained sheets? A man yells, a woman yells louder.
But none of it matters because tomorrow there's a different motel room,
takeout pizza, another man and woman in the room next door. Adam drifts
through the high plains, the rolling flatness. And what if she told him
there would be a child? What if she told him only a week before? None of it matters
in east Montana. Just roads where nothing
gets named, houses fall into ruin. Night brings cable television
with complimentary HBO. A free Styrofoam cup of coffee in the lobby.
He wanders the neon glow of a parking lot, 2:00 a.m.,
past a rusted car with Arizona plates, a pickup truck with a tarp covering
used furniture in the bed. The wind blows, a motel door slams
as Adam listens to eighteen wheelers rumble into darkness.
How could anyone--his
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Distance From
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SARA MOORE WAGNER
Postpartum I
Laid out in the sun, my freckles
redden, burst; Still, I am
leading you through this
field of sunflowers, follow
the line like an intestine, find
me so emptied, a work
of god. Here I am
tied to life, my freckles
open like sores. Dig into me,
if you want, I am here
roasting plainly;
Follow the cord, make me
want to work in this
way, to process it
as it comes, then let
it go. Skin me, let me be just
this, meat on stone, unbound:
discovered, un-abandoned.
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Postpartum III
Improper latch, a gasp and suck, the smell
of my newborn child wailing. I wake
to a grunt, an unspeaking
thing bound in silence, trace
her skin. We both cry
in the night, mid-day. I want
what she wants: to return, then stay:
simple and raw
as I am: a body floating inside another
body. Lay me
on the chest of this world, its heartbeat
a lullaby. I’ll sleep through
the pounding. The only pain
a bubble in the belly, then gone.
I hold her like this. I’ll keep holding
until she or I can form a single word:
Mother. Or until she is quiet
again, as God.
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Once Upon a Time
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GABRIEL RUBI
Sally’s hair in a Bruja’s Vision

We fear our daughter to be unloved and alone, so
My wife’s family took her to a buja in Guadalajara,
Who reads brail in veins linked to spirits
Thoughts of my young wife-to-be coated in Egg yoke.
Leaps over ring of flames, Sally puts her hands in the arm of a bruja,
Whose bloodline passed the spells from yesterday.
Whirling a vision of marriage and cradling beautiful
Children. The bruja’s eyebrows twisted into caution.
Beware: The husband, his loath and poems for pensions.
My wife tightropes
Across a bruja’s storm-like-eyes
Tumbling oceans.
Children dangling from Sally’s long black curls on one side,
And me with fistfuls of follicles on the other.
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JEN CORRIGAN
Phenomenological Disbelief
Jean-Paul Sartre called it “nausea.” He wrote an entire book about it, with that title, about
the strange, otherworldly sensation of being suddenly and entirely immersed in the
strangeness of one’s own existence. With pinpricks of absolute clarity disrupting his life,
Sartre’s protagonist Antoine Roquentin becomes disoriented and even bodily sickened by
the awareness of himself in the infinite universe of separate consciousness surrounding him.
Physically, spiritually, mentally, any other -ally, he is a foreigner in a familiar place, struck
by the oddness of being alive and being conscious that he is alive. He is alien. He is a
stranger, in a not so strange land.
Although the concepts of existentialism and, before that, phenomenology, had been
developed and discussed for years, decades, quarter- and half-centuries by the greatest of
philosophers, in my own teenage consciousness, none of that existed. Or rather, in a less
solipsistic admittance, I was a child and just didn’t have the vocabulary.
Despite not coming from a religious family, Grandma signed me up for confirmation
classes one summer. When pressed as to why it was necessary for me to attend the classes
and the culminating ceremony at the end of the summer, Grandma said something along the
lines of “all the other kids your age are doing it.” All the other kids my age were doing drugs
and having sex, I pointed out. Grandma told me to shut up.
My teenage years as a whole were their own sort of Sartrean nausea; each day opened
up a hormonal chaos in which I might be happy, or sad, or furious about something that
bitch Katy said in homeroom, or a tumultuous combination of all three. My mind was
rooted in the dirt of my own existence, in the surprise of having been born while, in just as
much likelihood, I could have not been born. The statistics, the likelihood of becoming a
conscious being made my head reel in the loveliest of ways. Lying in bed with my
headphones blaring, I pondered the origins of my own Being and praised myself for being so,
like, deep.
As a physical extension, sex presented endless opportunities into exploring bodily
sensations and the phenomenological experiences of covert moments with boys: the
stringent stench of body odor and too much AXE, the bitter and fuzzy tingle that semen left
on my gums, the exciting pain of being finger-fucked in the backseat of a car. Every moment
yielded up new fruits of experience. And while Sartre himself, grossed out by anything
gooey or sticky or viscous, couldn’t have enjoyed sex much, I’m sure he’d approve of the
experience of it and of pushing the boundaries of my own self in relation to the arbitrary rules
of society. Fuck the bourgeoisie, man.
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After spending a lazy afternoon making out with my boyfriend in his basement, he
drove me to confirmation class. The evening was crisp and breezy, despite being at the
height of summer in the Midwest. The corn was knee-high in July.
“It’s gonna storm,” I told him when he pulled up in front of the church. “Make sure
to roll up your windows when you get home.”
“You should just skip,” he said. His scab-red pickup rumbled when he put it into
park. I felt the vibrations in the warm, wet space between my legs. I pressed my thighs
together and welcomed the throb.
“I can’t. Grandma would find out and be pissed,” I said. I reached over and touched
his arm. He shook me off. His mouth was a tight frown. Sweat plastered his long hair to his
forehead in stringy clumps. I wanted to run my tongue over his skin, in the slopes and divots
of his skull. I wanted the taste of the sea in my mouth, the gritty and unashamed tang of salt.
An impulse of the young, I reached out and tried to run my fingertips over his slick, shining
forehead.
“Don’t touch my hair,” he snapped, batting my hand away. “You’ll get it all greasy.”
“It’s already greasy, moron.”
I hopped out of his truck and slammed the door as hard as I could, hoping that the
force would rock him in his seat.
*
In American Beauty, the incomprehensible yet fleeting wonder we may sometimes feel
at the world is depicted in a scene where two teenage lovers are sitting in front of a
television; they’re watching a home movie featuring a plastic bag blowing around in the
wind, swirling up and around and down again amongst an inconsequential cyclone of dry
leaves. Ricky’s eyes well with tears and he says, “Sometimes there's so much beauty in the
world, I feel like I can't take it, and my heart is just going to cave in.” And Jane looks at
Ricky and her own heart swells near to bursting and her body’s cells soar up and around one
another in an electric storm. And that’s when she knows she loves him.
I didn’t have this vocabulary either as a teenager in that confirmation class; I hadn’t
seen the movie yet, didn’t know to make this reference. It would have been much easier to
explain if I had had other people’s words and experiences to roll around in my mouth.
Instead, that evening, when I tried to convey to the pastor and my classmates the idea of
being just shocked and stunned at life, at the fact that one day I existed and that one day I’ll
cease to exist, and that the universe is just so big that there’s no way any of us can even
begin to comprehend it, I stumbled, inarticulate.
“You mean that you’re amazed that God made the world and everything in it,
including you,” the pastor said. She might have meant it as a question, but it didn’t sound
like it; it sounded like she was trying to fill my words with sand and lead.
“No, that’s not what I mean at all,” I said. I shook my head. I was flustered at my
inability to describe this strange and sublime feeling that would sometimes overtake me in
the most unexpected moments, where everything felt so unfamiliar and exciting and new,
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where the colors were brighter and the smells stronger with everything so clear and lovely.
And that God, in the traditional sense at least, had absolutely nothing to do with this human
awe and wonder.
I stumbled on a bit longer before petering off. When I let my voice trail into silence,
one of my classmates looked over at me, smirking, her eyebrows pushed high up on her
forehead as if she’d never heard anything as ridiculous in her entire life. I felt so stupid and
so mall. I sat in self-imposed quietude the rest of the night and most of the evenings after
that, only breaking my vow of taciturnity to ask pointed questions to the pastor in a childish
effort to shake her belief in God. She didn’t understand me, and I didn’t understand her
either.
*
To Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s Underground Man, consciousness and, as a consequence,
self-consciousness, is a sickness that is unique to man, a sickness that exhausts and consumes
the soul without warning.
Disregarding those sorts of mundane moments that just appear incredibly profound
when one is high or sleep deprived, I’ve only had a handful of sublime experiences that have
stuck with me. This handful I return to every so often to remind myself that life is terrifying
and wonderful.
When I was a kid, I’d go to summer day camp at the park. Grandma signed me up
every year. I remember the park as magnificent and green and damn near infinite, the open
field ringed with woods and a cool, shallow stream. But when I drive past it now on my way
home to visit, it seems ordinary, just a park, flooded muddy in the spring and fall. Perhaps
everything is shinier in a child’s eyes; I can never really know for sure.
Grandma dropped me off one day. I stepped onto the bridge to cross the creek that
meandered its way along the edge of the park. I made the mistake of pausing and leaning
over the rail to stare straight down at the water. It had rained the night before, and the
water was running fast over the glittering sand, carrying twigs and leaves and frittering
tadpoles along with the tiny current. My gaze was swept up in this shining motion; I
couldn’t look away. The creek bed brimmed with fat, ripe jewels.
“What are you doing?” my best friend asked. I didn’t look up; just pointed down at
the water rushing down and under the bridge. I was wordless, but I knew that when she
tilted her head over the rail and looked down at that golden world, she’d feel what I felt,
and she’d know, and we’d know it together.
“I don’t know what you’re looking at.”
Frustrated, I pointed again. “Look,” I said. “The water looks pretty.”
She didn’t bother looking again. “It’s just a dirty creek,” she told me. She laughed.
When I pulled my eyes from the stream, I looked her full in the face. The summer
sun had brought out her freckles. Her cheeks were dappled with fire.
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I looked hurt, I know I did. I was hurt that she couldn’t understand, couldn’t see how
amazing the creek looked. She couldn’t feel that strange, quiet fascination when she looked
down at the water swirling cold and fast beneath our feet.
“You’re weird,” she told me. She turned around and capered off, leaving me to stand
by myself on the bridge, eyes turned perpetually to the water.
*
Woody Allen did this bit that goes something like this: “I took a test in existentialism.
I left all the answers blank and got 100.” While the joke’s a good chuckler, I don’t think it
fully embraces the spirit of existentialism, at least not the strain of existentialism I’m drawn
to, the strain of existentialism that is preoccupied with human experience, the freedom and
responsibility to Be as fiercely as one can.
There’s an indistinct line that wriggles between consciously Being and trying too hard
to Be. The day after I had that near-religious experience staring into the creek, I tried to
replicate the sensation. I resumed my place on the bridge and leaned over the water. What I
had felt so strongly the day before wasn’t there. I didn’t feel like I was part of the world
around me, not really part, while the day before I had felt every atom in my body vibrating
with the excitement of being alive and being attached to celestial dust. Yesterday I was
bewildered and breathless with the exhilaration of living life so blatantly. But when I looked
at the water, it was dull and bland, just a dirty creek.
I paced around the park looking at everything I could, looking hard and trying to
catch just a glimpse of what I had felt when everything seemed so sparkling and sublime. I
snatched up a pile of leaves from the ground. Sitting down at a rotting picnic table, I spread
them out in front of me. One by one, I touched them. I ran my dirty little fingers up their
stems and over their delicate veins winding yellow through the green cellulose. The feeling
wouldn’t come, and I was embarrassed with myself. I swept the leaves off the table with my
hand and let them fall back to the earth. I ground them into the dirt with the heel of my
sandal. My big toe, bare, smiled up at me, smudged gritty black.
*
Sartre’s Roquentin quipped in his diary, “Three o’clock is always too late or too early
for anything you want to do.” When I remember the confirmation ceremony, I like to
pretend that it happened at this purgatorial hour that separates afternoon from evening, an
hour where there’s nothing interesting going on. But I know perfectly well that it was a
Sunday morning.
My peers and I met with the pastor fifteen minutes before service started. She handed
us each a custom-made cup, each etched with a Bible quote and cross; we’d be drinking
water from these on stage as a sort of reminiscence of being baptized. Salvation: Part II.
The pastor handed me my cup last, and with an apology. “I’m so sorry,” she said,
“but the company that makes the cups had your name wrong on the order.” The name on the
cup was Jon instead of Jen. “But I fixed it for you.” Sherry pointed at a little bit of white
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paper she’d glued through the middle of the o, so that far enough away, it looked like a
lowercase e.
“Will it still count though?” I asked, taking the cup. It was cool and smooth along my
fingertips.
“Count?” She tilted her head to the side. With her white hair shaggy around the edges
she reminded me of a Maltese.
“You know, will I still go to heaven when I die if I’m confirmed under the wrong
name?”
I imagined standing at the Pearly Gates while the angel at the entrance, an intern
given the worst job available, flips through an enormous leather-bound book. “You sure
your reservation is under Jen?” he asks, his halo glinting with perspiration.
Sherry looked at me a long moment, but her kindness won out and she smiled at me.
“I’m sure God will know. No need to worry about that.”
I didn’t feel bad at the time, I didn’t have that sort of nuanced emotion, but I feel bad
now, at least a little, for poking fun. My best friend and I would talk for hours on the phone
about how stupid we thought religion was and congratulating each other on seeing past all
the phoniness. Being children, our arguments were unrefined jabs, such as “So, if God is
real, like, why does he let bad things happen?” that of course being a juvenile phrasing of the
classic question as to whether God is powerless or, as humans would define it, cruel.
What I failed to piece together back then is that the feelings that I felt, the wonder at
life, the beautiful sensation of breathing and seeing and living, was what the pastor
interpreted as a religious experience. She perceived these strange slices of marvel as
moments in which she felt close to God, knitted in tight to his love. And these people that
had gathered to watch us kids mumble prayers and get confirmed used church and gathering
in a sanctified place to channel these feelings, these touches of the sublime. And I pray, now,
in my own way that they’ll find these moments and clench them close to the pulse in their
souls.
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Stay with Me
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CHARLES KELL
A Hunger Artist
They call him Traveler.
He made this song from nothing:
corrugated window-wire,
scratchy graph. They laugh
at him in the cage, rummaging
through a pile of leaves.
Torn sleeves, debris stains.
They take his name away.
Illuminating, dryly tapping
aperture. He whispers “Traveler,”
recalls his song: “I too can
take away then build upon.”
Black bars, warbler’s cry.
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Split
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KATE DELANY
A Snapshot of the Fureys
They make a severe photograph, those first ones over,
old family ghosts burnt into paper, in a slurry
of consternation and gelatin silver. Lockstep, they scowl
down the photographer and eternity, a string of sepia
rowhomes hanging behind their heads like a dirty
paper snowflake chain. He hooks his arm around her waist
as if fastening oarlocks. She’s tightening her jaw. Lean
and drawn, they look dressed for church but who knows?
No date or location marked on the back by a careful hand.
Mothballed in their frame, they stand off-kilter, though
ramrod straight, leaning in towards the picture taker,
and perhaps towards us, the generation that will have to
invent them from just this one image and the intimacy
of a census report. Among the stingy breadcrumbs left
by those they raised: “they only said they didn’t come
steerage. And they were never going back.”
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The Haenyos’ Plunge
The Haenyos are a group of women divers who scavenge for shellfish in the waters of South Korea’s Jeju Island. Once
integral to a more traditional way of life, few women are now entering this historic line of work. Among those currently
part of their dwindling ranks, many are in their 60s, 70s or beyond .

Here is the miracle,
sunk twenty meters deep,
beneath the blanket of the sea,
kept from all eyes but ours—
spry, solid grandmothers, faster than fish.
We inherited an ancient trade, old
as lost tongues, almost
as incomprehensible.
Dressed in sleek suits, armed
with only goggles and a gutting knife,
we net abalone and conch, dodge
jelly fish and sharks for dry
island folks whose thoughts we barely
rinse through or if we do, we trouble
them. Such tough, unlovely mermaids,
a strange sisterhood of almost gilled
crones. Our own daughters look away.
It is a strange game of pursuit
down here--a desperate struggle
to complete a circle with a ragged link,
plunging daily off these rocky shores.
We are a dying breed, as endangered
as anything that tries to simply live,
that counts as success what it can
haul up in its hands.
We wrinkle the satin of the water’s
surface as our heads break the waves.
The cliffs resound with our pants
as we bob for breath then return
to the water again, a continuous
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salty baptism.
We are quaking lungs. We are
burning thoraxes, worn as pumice,
weathered as sea glass.Yet tomorrow
we’ll mount the sea stairs, share
the little raft, till each alone, we return
to the sea who has marked us
as her own.
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TOTI O’BRIEN
House of Jaguars

Two in the backyard. Black, shiny, they turn in a circle.
They stare down, mysterious as wild animals are.
I was told their jaws could sever a limb. They’re killer machines.
Take a moment to ponder those teeth and those fangs.
I’m enthralled by the enigma of their gaze. The insolvable puzzle.
How can I detect what they think? Can I trust them?
Do not, my heart says. Don’t trust jaguars.
Not even those embossed on cars.
These are tame, though. Giant toys.
They like everyone, lick your hand, come play with the baby.
I should take the job. It pays well.
Only respect proper feedings.
All is orderly explained.
Bowls are numbered and here is delicate food.
For sure not what I expected.
Clever diets perform miracles.
We can stay, baby and I. House sit, water plants.
Yes, the gig is well paid. We can stay.
My heart gives me a squeeze. Don't trust jaguars, it sighs.
Especially if they come in pairs.
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What it Was
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SUZANNE C. COLE
April, Autopsied
April, and the prickly pear flaring
its yellow goblets. Drinking wine,
we photographed them in the glare
of noon, then in a room’s louvered
shadows glisten ourselves in intimacy.
So simple to forget you weren’t mine,
even as we exploded into light—
us, we—as evanescent as the dust
motes, glazed gold by Texas spring sun,
dancing a common rotation.
November’s angled empty branches.
CSI reruns—autopsies—silently flicker.
Under crumpled duvet, indulging in
the seductive luxury of grief, I wonder—
loss increases longing, but what,
after all, has been lost?
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DARREN DEMAREE
DONUT FRIDAY #49
Bold goes the world
with the man
or woman
that chooses
a dozen assorted.
How often
in a world of chocolate
& apple fritters
& jelly-filled donuts
are you given
mostly glazed?
Do you care?
Your shoulders
must barely fit through
the doors of the epic.
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DONUT FRIDAY #50
If there were three stones
& one of them had a hole in the middle,
I would twirl that stone
on my finger like it was a wheel
of choice. My instincts
would be to bite it before it stopped
rotating, but my instincts
have been honed in the terribly sweet
places that encourage that behavior.
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DONUT FRIDAY #51
I’ve thrown donuts at the sun.
I was sugar-drunk, which is a thing
& I don’t remember why I did it.
Two of them landed at my neighbor’s
feet. Two of them got stuck
in the pine tree between our yards.
The other two never came down
& I can’t explain that. It will always
be something he brings up to me.
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